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The Land Conservation and Stewardship Board with one significant reservation supports plans
developed by the Bike Program and the Bicycle Advisory Committee to conduct a pilot program
to evaluate electric-assist bicycle (e-bike) use on Fort Collins trails.
Our reservation is that Class 2 e-bikes, which provide power without regard to rider pedaling, are
motor vehicles. There is a long standing and uncontroversial exclusion of motor vehicles from
Natural Areas. In our opinion these machines bring a level of mechanization to Natural Areas
that interferes with preservation of their natural conditions. Increased mechanization cannot
improve ecological conditions or user experience, and quite likely harms them.
We encourage the pilot program, later rule making, and evolving bike infrastructure to embrace a
model of nonuniform e-bike use. Specifically, the City’s bike system should evolve in ways that
allow for e-bikes to be excluded from areas where there are conflicts among trail users or with
trail surroundings, as is the case in Natural Areas. Early recognition of limitations on e-bike use
will help in planning and implementing alternate routes, signage, and other aspects of bike route
design.
We earlier wrote to the Bicycle Advisory Committee and the Transportation Board with more
expansive explanation for our reservations. Those earlier communications are attached.
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Bicycle Advisory Committee and Transportation Board
Land Conservation and Stewardship Board (LCSB)
E-bike Position of the LCSB

We want our sibling Committees and Boards to understand that our position on e-bikes
(statement attached) was not arrived at casually. Our concerns about e-bikes stem from the
values that create, protect, and maintain our Natural Areas.
We, the people of Fort Collins, want—and have invested in—nearby places that belong more to
nature than to humans. We expect these places to remain the domain of nature for our children,
and for theirs. Our Natural Areas are a legacy that we intend to pass to future generations. We
want to be able to enjoy these places, now and in the future. Many of us do; we find solitude,
watch wildlife, and witness the changes of the hours and the seasons—all these things guided by
the processes of nature rather than the agendas of humans. We have recreation trails so that we
can enter these spaces, surround ourselves with nature, and temporarily distance ourselves from
the artificial, the human-built.
Humans have a genetic urge to forever go farther, faster. Combined with human inventiveness,
this urge leads endlessly to new ways of moving. Thus, the inventions of paved trails and
electric-assisted bicycles, not to mention automobiles and the largest thing ever assembled by
humans, the North American road network. These things constantly press into unprotected open
spaces. The core purpose of our Natural Areas program is to maintain a few places where the
invasion cannot go.
We have a dilemma: we expect and deserve, as taxpayers, access to Natural Areas. For this,
recreation trails cannot go away, although they can be limited in number and well managed in
placement. As population in the region increases, the presence of humans on the recreation trails
will increase, and the Natural Areas will become less natural. Because of this inevitable trend,
we assert that it is essential—not optional—to avoid tying recreation trail access into Natural
Areas directly to the transportation network or designating trails in Natural Areas as part of the
transportation network.
The Land Conservation and Stewardship Board must push back against trends that diminish
naturalness. Increasing technology in Natural Areas is one such trend, and electric bicycle power
is one such technology.
Our Position Statement articulates additional concerns that stem from our own use of
recreational trails, on and off bicycles.

E-bikes and Natural Areas

Position Statement from the Fort Collins Land Conservation and Stewardship Board
March 2018
Summary
The Land Conservation and Stewardship Board has strong concerns about electric assist bicycles
(e-bikes) and the growing use of the recreational trail system for non-recreational transportation,
particularly on trails in Natural
Areas.
The Board makes the following
Major Recommendations
recommendations:
• Exclude e-bikes from all trails, paved and unpaved,
• Fort Collins needs its own
in Natural Areas
policies to govern e-bikes
• Prohibit e-bikes on all parts of the recreational trail
and non-recreational use
system, except…
of recreational trails;
• Designate pilot sections of the recreational trail
system, not in Natural Areas, where Class I e-bikes
policies adopted from
(power assisted while pedaling, up to 20 MPH) may be
other cities will not
ridden to test e-bike compatibility with other
address unique Fort
recreational uses
Collins conditions
• E-bike riding and nonrecreational use of
recreational trails are both increasing; management of conflicts caused by these uses
demands bicycle policy development and integrated bicycle use planning
• No e-bikes should be allowed on trails—paved or unpaved—in Natural Areas except as
required for ADA compliance
• Access to Natural Areas is only for recreational purposes; motorized conveyance is
contrary to preservation of natural conditions and enjoyment of nature
• E-bikes should be excluded from the entire recreational trail system except for limited
sections where the compatibility of e-bike riding with other recreational uses can be
evaluated on a pilot basis
• Recreation trails should not be part of the City’s bike transportation design; there may be
a need to develop dedicated transportation trails, but not in Natural Areas
• For safety and other reasons, it is prudent to proceed deliberately from restrictive rules to
more lenient rules, only when more lenient rules have been successfully demonstrated in
pilot projects
• Fluid transition between transportation and recreation bicycle routes is needed for
safety, with adequate signage, marked lanes, and other improvements
• A strong education program is needed for e-bike riders

Discussion
Natural Areas have hosted paved trails from the beginning of the Natural Areas Program 25
years ago. It is for such recreational uses that paved trails have been permitted and encouraged;
they have not been permitted and encouraged for
Paved trails have been permitted
transportation per se. These trails provide access to
and encouraged for recreation in
Natural Areas for bicycle riders and for walkers—with
Natural Areas for 25 years; they
children in strollers, dogs on leash, and simply
have not been permitted and
walking. The paved recreational trail network gives
encouraged for transportation per
access to soft-surface trails for some users; others stay
se.
on the paved trails and enjoy the natural surroundings;
these are appropriate recreational uses. Transportation
riding, particularly at high speed, is a distinct and
conflicting use.
As the City has grown, the paved trail network has gained popularity for bicycle transportation.
While non-motorized transportation is generally good for the City, the Land Conservation and
Stewardship Board is concerned about the impacts on Natural Areas of intensive nonrecreational use of paved trails. Additionally, safety on these trails is degraded as the trails
accommodate traffic across a broad range of speeds (2 mph for steady walkers, less than that for
children, and 20 mph or more for bicycle riders).
E-bikes will increase the practicality and popularity of bicycle transportation and, if allowed on
the paved trail system, will increase traffic density,
diminish safety, and—by increasing the number of
Transportation use of recreational
people passing through—diminish the already limited
trails diminishes the already
values of solitude and natural conditions in Natural
limited values of solitude and
Areas. Augmenting human power of bikes on unpaved
natural conditions in Natural
trails increases the risks of damage to trails and the
Areas.
frequency of
conflicts with
LCSB recommends that epedestrian, equestrian, and other bicycle traffic. For these
bikes be excluded from paved
reasons, the Land Conservation and Stewardship Board
trails and unpaved trails in
recommends that e-bikes be excluded from paved
Natural Areas.
recreational trails and unpaved trails in the Natural Areas,
with appropriate exceptions for compliance with the
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).
The Board urges the City to implement an integrated approach to bicycle transportation:
• Devise ways to separate traffic traveling at different speeds; enhance speed limit signage
• Establish routes for higher speed bicycle traffic, whether electric assisted or not
• Implement signage, turn lanes, and other features that direct high speed traffic away from
Natural Areas and other recreational and slow-traffic zones, and onto designated higherspeed transportation bike trails and street bicycle lanes

•
•

•

•

Ensure fluid transitions between high speed routes
Ensure fluid transitions
and lower speed, recreational routes
between high speed
The Board encourages prototype development of
transportation routes and
lower speed, recreational
integrated bicycle transportation features on paved
routes.
recreational trails, suggesting the Mason Trail and
the Power Trail as possible locations for pilot
programs; these may also serve as test locations for
Class I e-bike usage on recreational trails
Note that recreational trails occur primarily on Parks and Natural Area lands; rangers for
these Departments will bear an increasing enforcement load to enforce e-bike regulations
and bicycle speed limits
Regulations must require e-bikes to be labeled as to Class and not functionally modified

These recommendations from the Land Conservation and Stewardship Board relate to
recreational trail use of e-bikes. Street use involves different values and traffic conflicts, which
LCSB has not addressed. The LCSB notes, however, that
higher riding speeds—on recreational trails or on roads—
A strong educational program
demand a higher level of awareness and adherence to
is a constant and growing
traffic rules; for this reason, a strong educational program
need.
is a constant and growing need.

